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**Abstract**

The traditional Aristotelian unities, once confined to the realm of tragedy, now transcend their original context and play a crucial role in contemporary society’s pursuit of inclusivity and sustainability. This paper examines the pressing challenges faced by humanity, as evidenced by reports such as the World Happiness Report and the Global Hunger Index, and emphasizes the urgent need for addressing fundamental human needs. While the debate over human evolution persists, the focus of this study shifts towards the exploration of life’s purpose. By juxtaposing Aristotelian principles with modern paradigms of science, humanity, and society, this research prompts discussions on empathy, human sensitivity, and emotional intelligence. Highlighting the interconnectedness of individual choices and societal impacts, the paper advocates for prioritizing Emotional Intelligence (EI) over the prevalent trend of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to foster deeper societal understanding.

In the Indian context, a nation known for its multiculturalism and pluralism, the narrative centers on post-independence India’s journey. Despite the challenges posed by colonial rule, India has emerged as a beacon of inclusivity, championing knowledge sovereignty and celebrating diverse moralities. Embracing the ethos of Indian Swaraj, citizens are positioned as agents of change, driving progress through parallel knowledge systems and advocating for global inclusivity. The forthcoming Presidency of G20 presents an opportunity to promote productive global collaborations and foster peaceful coexistence. Additionally, the paper explores the philosophical underpinnings of Emile Durkheim’s Structural-Functionalism, offering insights into social integration and coherence. It also examines the practical implications of scientific knowledge, highlighting its transformative potential in societal contexts. Ultimately, this discourse serves as a call to action, urging societies to reassess their paradigms, embrace inclusivity, and prioritize emotional intelligence in navigating contemporary challenges. Through proactive engagement and celebration of diverse perspectives, societies can chart a path towards a more equitable and harmonious future.
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The concept of “Independence” holds multifaceted implications within societal frameworks, particularly when individuals form collective entities where interdependence becomes inherent. The Aristotelian unities emerge as imperative constructs for establishing...
sustainable environments devoid of social disparities, thereby ensuring equitable opportunities across societal strata. Post-Independence India, particularly under the paradigm of Swaraj, has endeavored to reinforce these principles, notably through economic interdependence and sustainability, drawing inspiration from Gandhian ideology. Mahatma Gandhi’s unique interpretation of independence and interdependence underscores his philosophies of non-violence and freedom, although often misconstrued over time. Embedded deeply within each individual, Gandhi’s societal construction visions epitomize a harmonized yet diverse society poised to lead on a global scale.

In sociological discourse, “Independence” assumes a nuanced significance, denoting an individual’s autonomy and self-sufficiency in fulfilling basic needs within the societal context. Economic stability, synonymous with financial independence, represents a pivotal aspect, reflecting the broader spectrum of independence’s facets, albeit with delineated boundaries. Aristotle’s insights elucidate the complexity of human independence, positing it as an elusive state beyond the grasp of the frail human condition. Central to Aristotle’s philosophy are the three unities of tragedy: Unity of place, time, and action, which underpin human life’s purpose and pursuit of happiness. These unities, as exemplified in Tamil literature, hold transformative potential in fostering societal self-sufficiency within an interdependent framework, thereby facilitating the attainment of happiness.

Sustainable development hinges upon the symbiotic relationship between social, economic, and environmental domains, a paradigm particularly salient in India’s growth trajectory. Economic viability, environmental stewardship, and social equity constitute the bedrock of sustainability endeavors. The quest for sustainable development aligns with contemporary paradigms emphasizing holistic human well-being and societal advancement, as articulated by scholars such as Dorina Mocuta. Gandhi’s conceptualization of Swaraj and freedom extends beyond mere political sovereignty, encompassing the moral and economic rights of marginalized populations. His advocacy for individual rights intertwined with duties underscores a holistic approach to liberty, resonating with contemporary notions of social responsibility. Gandhian philosophy, epitomized by principles of peace, sustainability, and empathy, remains pertinent in the modern era, resonating with contemporary thought leaders like Satya Nadella, who underscore the importance of empathy in navigating complex societal challenges.

Transitioning to the notion of “Knowledge Swaraj,” the discourse expands to encompass the democratization of knowledge production and dissemination, heralding a paradigm shift in India’s scientific and technological landscape. Emphasizing citizen empowerment and plurality of knowledge systems, this paradigm seeks to redefine expertise and promote cognitive justice. Such endeavors align with Gandhi’s vision of Swaraj as a site of democratic experimentation, wherein diverse perspectives converge to shape collective destinies.

In conclusion, the synthesis of these ideas underscores the transformative potential of interdependence, empathy, and pluralism in shaping India’s trajectory towards Swaraj and sustainable development. By embracing diversity and fostering inclusive growth, India stands poised to lead the global community towards a more equitable and harmonious future. On British Raj, I would like to end with one of John Cleese’s famous quotes on a dead parrot,

‘This parrot is no more! It has ceased to be! It’s expired and gone to meet its maker! This is a late parrot! It’s a stiff! Bereft of life, it rests in peace! If you hadn’t nailed it to the perch, it would be pushing up the daisies! It’s rung down the curtain and joined the choir invisible. This is an ex-parrot!'
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